The 2012 USCAP Long Course 'Malignant Lymphomas-Building on the Past, Moving to the Future' embodied much of what has made the topic of malignant lymphomas one of the great interest to many but also an area that has seen great controversy. As was clearly apparent to those who attended the course, we have moved from a field full of conflict and personal animosity to one with international cooperation and consensus, as reflected in a collegial international faculty trained in a variety of different lymphoma 'camps' of the past. This was the fifth long course dealing with lymphoid proliferations, with the first over a half century ago. The title of the 2012 Long Course aimed to underscore how our current understanding of the malignant lymphomas and the practice of diagnostic hematopathology is based on a multilayered foundation built with blood, sweat and even tears by many hematopathologists over the last century but with new layers constantly being added, thanks to new technologies as well as related to new observations based on older methodologies, even including our light microscopes and hematoxylin and eosinstained slides. It was the aim of this course, and now of this issue of Modern Pathology, to enhance the understanding of where we have come from, where we are now and to provide a hazy glimpse into where we at least think we are going in the future. While exploring some of the very latest scientific discoveries related to the lymphomas, our highest priority was to be certain to provide pragmatic guidance in terms of the practice of state-of-the-art diagnostic hematopathology. We also hoped to stress that pathologists cannot practice in a vacuum, how we must be responsive to the needs of the clinicians and how, working as a team, we can foster the well-being of the patients whom we share.
This introductory manuscript aims to provide a brief review of the long and winding road we have followed on our way to the current World Health Organization (WHO) classification of the malignant lymphomas and a look at our ever-growing diagnostic armamentarium. The manuscripts that follow and that go into much greater detail than this introduction, all represent the individual views of their authors, and have not been officially vetted by those responsible for the WHO classification nor by the Society for Hematopathology or European Association for Haematopathology.
Lymphoma classification over the last half century: a tale of revolution and evolution
It should be acknowledged that as with all other historical reviews, individual perspectives may vary somewhat based on one's own personal experiences. Furthermore, this review is not intended to be comprehensive, and I apologize to all (at least mostly posthumously) whose classifications are not discussed here. Other much more detailed reviews of the evolution of lymphoma classification have been published over the last few years. 1, 2 And while we may all wish for simpler times, I refer readers to 'A Textbook of Pathology for Students of Medicine' by JG Adami and J McCrae published almost a century ago, 3 who wrote the following about 'Lymphoma and Lymphomatosis': 'It would be unwise to plunge into the vortex of the numerous terms employed to describe the various lymphomatous states, and to lay down what seem to us the right interpretations of these various terms. ' This review begins with the Rappaport classification, initially published in 1956 in a publication on follicular lymphomas (Table 1) . 4 It was officially published with some changes in Dr Rappaport's AFIP fascicle in 1966 including the famed but flawed change to histiocytic from reticulum cell for the large-cell lymphomas and the introduction of an undifferentiated category. 5 This strictly morphological classification had five and then eight categories and required subsequent distinction of diffuse and nodular ('follicular') growth patterns. With the 1970s came a major revolution in this field with the recognition on both sides of the Atlantic that lymphomas are neoplasms of the immune system and should be classified based on the normal cells that they most closely resemble. At that time, this reflected very careful morphological review and some immunophenotypic data. The Lukes/Collins classification was published together with a schema of B-and T-cell differentiation, which was directly related to their proposed classification (Table 2 ) (Figure 1 ). 6 The Kiel classification, also published in 1974 by K Lennert and the European Lymphoma Club, 7 initially divided the lymphomas into cytologically low-grade versus high-grade lymphoid neoplasms, which were then grouped based on the specific cell types involved (Table 3 ) (Figure 2 ). Both classifications were subsequently updated 8, 9 (as also was the Rappaport classification) although the updated versions will not be presented in this brief overview. The updated Kiel classification divided the lymphomas based first on their B-or T-cell origin. It is important to recognize that, as expressed in the manuscript entitled 'Concordance of the Kiel and Lukes-Collins classifications of non-Hodgkin's lymphomas', Lennert, Collins and Lukes felt that in spite of some specific differences between the two classifications, they were really on the same page. 10 In fact, Professor Lennert wrote in an obituary for Dr Lukes that 'From 1972 on, Dr Lukes and his colleague Dr Robert Collins shared a basic idea with the Kiel group, namely that of deriving malignant lymphomas from the immunologically defined types of lymphocytes. Thus the so-called Lukes-Collins and the Kiel classification evolved simultaneously, the latter introduced by the European Lymphoma Club.' 11 Not everyone, however, shared this collegial outlook and there was great consternation over whether the Rappaport classification, one of the functional classifications or one of the other published classifications that existed, should prevail. With classifications proliferating it seemed faster than rabbits, a letter to the Lancet was published with a suggested 'tongue-in-cheek' classification of classifications and ultimately the hope for a classification of classifications of classifications. 12 One might argue that Charles Dickens had foreshadowed the 1970s hematopathology scene in A Tale of Two Cities when he wrote 'It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishnessy.' A major international study was subsequently undertaken under the auspices of the National Cancer Institute to compare the major existing classifications and provide a way to translate between them, which led to the publication of the NCI Working Formulation in 1982 (Figure 3) . 13 While some involved in the project believed that the Working Formulation was dead on arrival, others rallied behind it and it became a widely used classification with 10 categories divided into three clinical grades. It was once again a strictly morphologically based classification and included some very heterogeneous categories that included multiple types of lymphomas while dividing up other lymphoma entities into more than one category. The concept seemed to evolve that what was important was just to say if a lymphoma was one of the 'good' ones (low grade) or 'bad' ones (intermediate or high grade). If only life were that simple! With both of the functional lymphoma classifications aging and without a replacement, an updated set of lymphoma diagnoses borrowing heavily from the prior functional classifications started evolving. For example, the concept of MALT lymphomas first described in the early 1980s was becoming widely accepted and utilized even though not a part of a recognized official lymphoma classification. 14 With the need then for an up-to-date biologically meaningful and clinically useful classification and with concerns about a continental divide, the International Lymphoma Study Group was formed and in 1994 published the Revised AmericanEuropean classification of lymphoid neoplasms (Figure 4 ). 15 The so-called 'REAL' classification recognized 'real entities' with more than 20 types or provisional types of non-Hodgkin lymphomas plus 4 types and 1 provisional type of Hodgkin lymphoma (Table 4 ). (Table 5 ). 17 The number of categories of B/T/ natural killer (NK)-cell neoplasms recognized almost doubled from 2001 to 2008 and, as also tends to happen with individuals as they age, the monograph became chubbier, adding about 25% more pages. Nevertheless, it was more a matter of the classification continuing to evolve rather than any truly revolutionary new ideas. A detailed discussion of many of the entities included in the classification, together with updates since it was published B4 years ago, follow in the other manuscripts in this journal. One must realize, however, that this journal in no way represents a comprehensive review of all the lymphomas that we currently recognize-to do that would have meant revising and publishing a new WHO Bluebook, which is definitely beyond our marching orders. Discussions have now begun on how to handle updating the 2008 edition, without a definite timeline as of this publication.
The tools of our trade-the hematopathologist's diagnostic armementarium
Having turned our swords into plowshares with a universally accepted lymphoma classification, we now must turn our attention to using it as best we can (and learning how it can be improved). Given that the classification is based on the concept that we should be diagnosing distinct clinicopathological entities defined by their histopathological, immunophenotypical, molecular/cytogenetic and clinical features, it should not come as a surprise that one needs to use a multiparamenter approach to distinguish lymphomas from reactive disorders and to distinguish the myriad of lymphomas from each other. This, however, does not mean that you need all this information to make a diagnosis in every case! A basic knowledge, therefore, of which ancillary studies are available in 2012, the type of information they yield, their strengths, together with their problems and pitfalls, and when to use which is critical if one is to practice cost-effective highquality diagnostic hematopathology today. Please note that this review of our current diagnostic armentarium (with an eye to the future) is not intended to be a comprehensive review of all the different methodologies we use and their strengths and weaknesses, but rather a more selective discussion of the most important elements.
Histopathology
Histopathology remains extremely important in 2013 and if you do not know the histopathology/ cytology of the lymphomas and lymphoma mimics you will be in deep trouble no matter how many additional ancillary studies you perform. There is growing interest in the use of digital slides so we may be using computer monitors more in the future to view our slides.
Immunophenotypical studies
Immunophenotypical studies are also critical in most cases with two major techniques in useparaffin section immunohistochemistry (IHC) that, of course, does not require advance tissue preparation and flow cytometric immunophenotypic studies (FCIPS) that are also widely used but do require fresh viable tissue. Whether using IHC and/or FCIPS, it is important to use antibody panels that are neither too small nor too large but just the right size, given the nature of the specimen and situation you are dealing with. This does not mean always using panels that are the same size. Panels that are too small may miss something you did not think about initially or be misleading because of an atypical staining pattern with one of the antibodies utilized. Panels that are too large are costly (to someone), a waste of time and precious resources, and can also be misleading with some stains that should not have been performed leading you down the wrong garden path. Furthermore, they invite more external oversight in our medical decisionmaking process. A specific suggested basic IHC panel and how it should be interpreted has been discussed elsewhere. 18 
Paraffin Section Immunohistochemical Studies
Paraffin section immunohistochemical studies have certainly revolutionized the way we practice hematopathology, thanks to the development of so many antibodies for use in formalin-fixed paraffinembedded tissue sections. These have been developed by many individuals including the late David Mason who realized that if one wanted monoclonal antibodies that worked well in formalin-fixed tissues, one needed to make them with that in mind. We all rely very heavily these days on paraffin section IHC stains that have many strengths, such as the availability of an everincreasing multitude of paraffin-reactive antibodies including some that are not done using FCIPS and ever-improving detection techniques, the ability to use routinely processed material and the ability to evaluate both the cytologic appearance and growth pattern of positive (and negative) cells, even if sparse or difficult to identify using flow cytometry. Paraffin section IHC also, however, has its problems and pitfalls. Non-plasmacytic k and l staining can be accomplished ( Figure 6 ) but is a major challenge and with a moderate number of non-interpretable cases. Many laboratories have stains that reliably only detect cytoplasmic staining, as seen in plasma cells. As there is immunoglobulin in tissues, one must put up with some 'background' staining to have sensitive stains. Most antigenic coexpression, especially if on the surface membrane, can only be evaluated when present on major populations. Some antibodies cannot be used on paraffin sections, for example CD103 stains, that are used to help identify hairy cell leukemia and enteropathy-associated T-cell lymphoma. Quantitation is not the easiest, especially if one is looking for small differences in the proportion of positive cells.
Paraffin Section In Situ Hybridization (ISH) Stains
Paraffin section ISH stains have a very limited role with their major use being to identify evidence of Epstein-Barr virus infection in tissues using a stain for EBER (EBV-encoded small RNA) and to identify kappa and lambda staining in cells with plasmacytic differentiation when 'background' staining makes interpretation of IHC too problematic. The EBER ISH stain is more sensitive than LMP1 immunohistochemical staining for EBV, as LMP1 is only expressed in latent infections with a type II or III latency pattern. In addition, even when present, only a minority of cells may be LMP1 positive. ISH for kappa and lambda mRNA are worth having access to as a backup to IHC stains; however, they are not very sensitive and, in many laboratories, only adequate for assessment of plasmacytic populations.
Flow Cytometric Immunophenotypic Studies
FCIPS are another ancillary technique where there continues to be major changes and progress with the development of more commercially available antibodies, more usable fluorochromes, clinical instruments that can simultaneously analyze the increasing number of fluorochromes and evolution of the all-necessary software ( Figure 7 ). This has led to the provision of more information, the ability to use smaller samples, identification of smaller distinct populations that may be of great clinical importance and very sensitive minimal residual disease testing (not being covered here at all). One can now do a complete basic phenotype using a single tube of stained cells, enhancing, for example, the ability to deal with limited cytology specimens. FCIPS are used extensively in my institution but I also realize that many of the most difficult cases, the kind that get sent off to consultants, are handled without flow cytometric studies (and sometimes misleading flow cytometric studies can actually generate consultations). FCIPS do have some important major strengths. Multiple phenotypic and two physical (size and 'complexity') parameters of individual cells can easily be simultaneously assessed to identify both major and minor normal and abnormal or 'aberrant' populations. They remain the best way to identify surface immunoglobulin that is used to identify monotypia and infer monoclonality in many B-cell proliferations. One can detect some antigens not detectable with paraffin section IHC (eg, CD103). Antigen intensity, which has diagnostic/prognostic implications in selected situations, is best evaluated by flow cytometric studies. Identification of 'aberrant' T-cell phenotypes used to help diagnose T-cell neoplasms, especially when the neoplastic cells are in sea of normal heterogeneous T cells, is best accomplished with FCIPS. These populations might never be noticed with IHC unless the cells are aggregated or cytologically distinctive. The distinction of T cells with NK cell-associated antigens from true NK cells is often more easily accomplished by flow cytometric studies, again especially if they are not present in great numbers. Whereas, routine FCIPS done without membrane permeabilization detect only surface CD3 that should be lacking on NK cells; both T cells and NK cells will stain for CD3 in paraffin sections with the antibody used by most in clinical practice. In addition, some T cells, like NK cells, are CD5 negative so that pan-T-cell marker is not always useful in making the distinction. CD2 and CD7 are expressed by both T and NK cells, so they are not useful in distinguishing these two subsets. In addition, FCIPS seem to be a more sensitive method to detect CD56 compared with IHC. FCIPS, however, also have some very major weaknesses. As they are performed on cell suspensions, there is loss of architectural features and the dilutional effect of normal cells sometimes masks the presence of a neoplastic population. Loss of cells of interest owing to fragility and cell death is not infrequent, so one can end up with a very extensive and detailed phenotype of the normal cells present and possibly not even realize there is a neoplasm in their midst (sometimes even if it is a very extensive one). Plasma cells and large lymphoid cells are among the cells most likely to be 'lost'. Most hematopathologists would agree that FCIPS are not good for picking up Hodgkin lymphoma (recognizing that some would disagree 21 ) or lymphomas without an overtly aberrant phenotype. Some important antigens are not generally evaluated by flow cytometry, eg, cyclin D1. The interpretation of specific findings is not always black and white owing to technical and other factors. Whether an antigen is weakly expressed or not expressed at all is not always clear-cut. Nonspecific staining may masquerade as positivity or obscure other specific staining. Cell 'doublets' may be interpreted as populations with an aberrant phenotype (doublets can be excluded as a part of the analysis with the appropriate software). And one must be extremely careful, especially if there is no histopathologic correlate (eg, with fine needle aspirations), as the FCIPS may be very misleading. They may appear to have identified an overt lymphoma with CD10 þ or CD5 þ light-chain-restricted B cells but actually they represent one of the lesions we now consider to be of uncertain significance (in situ follicular lymphoma 22 or mantle cell lymphoma 23 ) or even something benign (florid follicular hyperplasia in a young adult 24 ). Or, they may suggest the wrong type of lymphoma because the phenotype is atypical (eg, a CD10À follicular lymphoma, CD5 þ marginal zone lymphoma or CD5À mantle cell lymphoma).
Molecular Studies
Molecular studies are certainly a part of our basic armentarium even if only paraffin-embedded material is available although they are not used nearly as much as histopathology and immunophenotypical studies. The most widely used studies, in terms of lymphoma diagnosis, are those looking for B-cell and T-cell clonality. This is another area where significant progress has been made with the description and availability of BIOMED-2 primers, particularly increasing the yield of finding clones in B-cell neoplasms. [25] [26] [27] While they can be extremely useful in selected circumstances, it is important that the results are interpreted properly. This means that, while one does not need to be an expert, one must know enough to appreciate technical and clinical situations that lead to false-positive and falsenegative results. Even with molecular studies, the results cannot be considered as absolute for several reasons. Interpretation of whether or not a significant clone is present may be problematic. Monoclonality is not necessarily equivalent to the diagnosis of a malignant lymphoma and lack of a demonstrable clone is not equivalent to assurance that a B-or T-cell proliferation is benign. If a clonal population is present and detected, the molecular studies may still be misleading by suggesting the 'wrong' lineage (eg, IGH@ rearrangements in some histiocytic/dendritic neoplasms [28] [29] [30] [31] ) or they may lead to a diagnostic error by identifying a clone that is less important than something else present (eg, finding a restricted T-cell population without a demonstrable immunoglobulin gene rearrangement in a B-cell neoplasm).
Molecular PCR techniques are not generally preferred for assessment of chromosomal translocations at initial diagnosis because of their lower yield compared with cytogenetic fluorescence in situ (FISH) studies (see below). 32 An important area to keep one's eye on is what will undoubtedly be growing interest in using molecular techniques for mutational analyses in the diagnosis and evaluation of lymphoid neoplasms. Mutational analyses have perhaps been more important in the world of myeloid neoplasms up to this point; however, things are changing in that regard. While the ultimate technologies to be utilized remain to be established, as discussed by E Campo in this journal, 33 many discoveries are being made, particularly as whole genome/exome sequencing is being explored by many. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] While for some entities, such as chronic lymphocytic leukemia, the mutations being discovered are each present in a relatively small proportion of cases, they may still be of great biological and clinical interest with therapeutic implications. 33, [35] [36] [37] Detection of other mutations may be useful for diagnostic purposes, being present in a high proportion of a specific type of lymphoid neoplasm. For example, it has been learned only recently that hairy cell leukemia but very few other B-cell neoplasms have BRAF V600E mutations. [38] [39] [40] [41] One must be careful, however. In contrast to some reports of no such mutations in other B-cell lymphoid neoplasms, others do report occasional such cases. 42 Just as another example, an L265P mutation in the MYD88 gene has been described as important in the ABC type of DLBCL (29%). 43 Of interest diagnostically, it is found in only a small proportion of marginal zone lymphomas and CLL but present in about 90% of lymphoplasmacytic lymphomas, suggesting we may finally have a diagnostic tool with a high yield to help make the latter diagnosis. 35, 43, 44 The sequencing technologies can also be used to identify chromosomal translocations.
Cytogenetic Studies
Cytogenetic studies also can be extremely important in the evaluation of lymphoid proliferations. G-banded classical cytogenetic studies are not that widely used because they do require fresh tissue and are labor intensive; however, they can be very informative and you do not have to know specifically what you are looking for (Figure 8a) . 45 Classical cytogenetic studies are performed in appropriate in-house cases at my institution. Cytogenetic FISH studies using a variety of labeled probes to specific chromosomal regions to detect translocations and numerical abnormalities are used more commonly in part because paraffin-embedded tissue sections or cells extracted from paraffinembedded material can be utilized. 46, 47 They can also be performed on fresh cells (Figure 8b ) and airdried touch imprints. Metaphase FISH can be performed on cultured cell populations. They can also be performed in concert with immunohistochemical stains (so-called FICTION or immunoFISH) . 47 And more than just on the horizon in terms of clinical testing are the already well-established high-throughput techniques of array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) to detect copy number variations and single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays to detect copy number variations and uniparental disomies (Figure 9) . 49, 50 One may also be able to suggest the possible presence of translocations; 51 however, at least currently, this is not the major strength or purpose of these techniques. As indicated above, coming along right behind, and even before aCGH and SNP arrays have been incorporated in many clinical practices, is next-generation sequencing. 34, 35 For this manuscript to weigh in on whether this should be included under the umbrella of cytogenetic or molecular testing would be off-topic and, as of 2013, much more dangerous than discussing lymphoma classifications.
Conclusions
This manuscript has laid the groundwork for the other manuscripts in this journal by presenting an overview of the current WHO classification of lymphomas and how we arrived at it, as well as briefly discussing the tools we need to utilize it, and some of their strengths and weaknesses. The basic message is that we should not feel like things are hopeless, with too much to learn and too many techniques to keep track of, but that, with guidance, we can deal with the advances and celebrate them for what they ultimately will mean for our patients. Specifically, with foundations firmly planted in the hard work done by the forward-thinking hematopathologists of the past, the current WHO classification provides (1) a practical way with agreed upon criteria to do our business in 2013 and agreed upon terminology to communicate with our clinicians and (2) a scaffolding for future evolution of our field together with the expectation that we will never reach our final destination (at least in terms of a lymphoma classification). We also must be realistic and realize that not all cases will neatly fall into one of our innumerable categories. You will need the emotional fortitude to deal with this (and sometimes this is when we all need to get some extra help). Finally, one must recognize and acknowledge that this field is full of change-always has been and always will be. In the words of President John F Kennedy, whose wife died of lymphoma years after his assassination, 'Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present are certain to miss the future.' 
